CLOSINGS &
IMPORTANT DATES

HISTORY

Each year we collect this
seasons important dates
and closings so you are
able to plan family
vacations appropriately.
We take pride in
communicating this
information early for our
dance families greatest
convenience.
Please check the
important dates section
of our website.

Nardi Dance Studios is the longest running dance studio
in the Lehigh Valley. Established in 1934 by the late
Louis Nardi, the studio was then passed to his protege
Robert Liiro in 1965, and is now under the direction of
Tammy Rampulla Liiro.
Our longevity is due to the pride we take in developing
strong foundational skills. We emphasize dance as a
performing art and promote self-expression, team work,
personal uniqueness, and creativity in our curriculum.
Our faculty are educated, enthusiastic, and accomplished
dance educators that keep our studio fresh, current, and
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thriving. Our inspirational faculty share their skills and
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creativity to help our dancers achieve artistry and sense
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of accomplishment.
MARY JO MONINGHOFF
Parents are welcome to observe classes through our
observation windows and camera monitors in our lobby.
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Join the Nardi Dance family and find us on social media!

Facebook: @nardidance
Instagram: @nardidancestudios
#nardidancestudios
#nardidance

EDEN WEINSTEIN
MARKETING DIRECTOR AND
PROGRAMS COORDINATOR
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Classes Offered
Monthly Tuition Rates
9-Month Payment Plan
(September - May)
Registration Fee $25 per family

PLEASE CALL FOR
EXACT TUITION RATES
Payment and Make Up Policies:
- All remaining tuition payments are due
the 1st of each month and will be
processed on our recurring payment plan.
- There are NO refunds or credits for
missed lessons. Students who drop a class
forefeit their spot in that class to anyone
on a waitlist
- We will allow ONLY 2 make-up lessons
during the school year, when available taken during the respective time frame
they are missed.

Acro
Marriage of gymnastics and dance. Focuses on
flexibility, strength, muscle control. Tricks used in all
styles of dance are taught in a safe environment.
Ballet
Classic genre seen in its current form in the 19th
century. Characterized by graceful fluid movements
through use of specific alignment, positioning, and
gesture. Dancers perform variations, centre,
and barre work.
Broadway
Perfect for the triple-threat dancer: dancing, singing,
and acting. Performance quality is emphasized along
with characterization. Experience the entertaining
musical theatre culture formed in the United States.
Contemporary
Incorporates ballet, modern, and jazz movements.
Strays from rigidity of other classical dance forms.
Defining elements include abstract quality,
unpredictability, use of breath, and floorwork. Dancers
will learn combinations and explore movement
vocabulary through improvisation.

Lyrical
Marriage of ballet and jazz techniques. Derives
inspiration from the lyrics of music and uses
dance as a narrative medium. Emphasizes
emotional connection.
Modern
Free expressive movement. Reactionary to ballet and
aimed to reject its structure and display. Noted for
natural use of breath, floorwork, contract, release,
fall, and recovery. Dancers study approaches
founded by pioneers such as Graham, Horton,
Limon, Dunham, and Ailey.
Performance Company
Our competitive and performance teams. Dancers
take part in a yearly audition for placement.
Dancers must meet technical requirements and be
enrolled in specific technique classes. Benefits
include performance opportunities and receivable
dance adjudicator critique.
Pre-School Dance
Basic ballet and tap movements introduced in a
fun manner. Dancers learn rhythm, refine motor
skills, and form an educational foundation.

Hip Hop
Focus on presenting hip hop as commercial-style stage
dance while keeping true to its social and street origins.
Hip Hop emphasizes a competitive nature, isolations,
popping, locking, breaking, popular
trends, and free-style.

Pointe
Advanced branch of ballet only available through
teacher recommendation and years of ballet training.
Dancers must meet strict physical and artistic
requirements before consideration.

Jazz
Dancers learn a variety of sub-genres under the
umbrella term "jazz", including inspirations from
pioneers such as Fosse, Cole, Jackson, Robbins, etc .
Jazz emphasizes isolations, syncopations,
contractions, and performance quality.

Tap
Style of dance in which musicality is emphasized.
Dancers explore cross-rhythms, syncopation,
improvisation, and call and answer techniques.
Students will learn original codified choreography
and combinations from tap dance pioneers.

